
 

Subject: Pre-Bid Meeting queries and clarification for developing survey tool for livelihoods tracking system data collection under DAY-NRLM.  
 
RFP No:- ASRLMS/LH/M&E/723/Pt-1/2018-19/141 Dated:- 5th October 2020. 
 
Date of Meeting:- 15th October 2020, Time:- 4:00 PM.  Place of Meeting:- O/O State Mission Director, Assam State Rural Livelihoods Mission 
Society, Sivanath Gogoi Path, Panjabari, Guwahati-37. 
 

Replies to pre-bid queries 
Sl No RFP Reference Para/Section Clarification sought.  ASRLMS Response. 

1. Qualification Criteria Pt. No. D 

The Bidder requested to consider FY 2018-2019, 2019-2020 
Annual Financial statements for evaluation of Qualification 
criteria. 
 

It is clarified that no changes have 
been made in the Qualification 
criteria Pt. No D under Annual 
Average Turnover. 

2. Technical Specification, Pt. No. 6 
The Bidder sought clarification on kind of validations in input 
forms.  

It is clarified that Basic Validation 
will be like Min-Max number 
range, field type validation etc. 

3. Technical Specification, Pt. No. 7 
The Bidder sought clarification about specific reason for 
development of the Mobile App in the Microsoft Platform. Is 
it due to the compatibility with the existing system.  

It is clarified that the Existing 
system is in Microsoft platform. 
To increase compatibility with the 
old system, the new system is 
requested to be made in Microsoft 
platform. 



4 
Technical Specification, Pt. No. 
11 

The Bidder sought clarification that, as mentioned the data 
entry user will be in offline mode. In that case the users' need 
to use some other electronic medium to transport the storage 
file/files in the device to the block level data approver user for 
further processing. Is there any specific reason of not 
including the data entry user in the online mode. Is it because 
of the poor internet connectivity in the remote locations? 

It is clarified that Offline mode is 
required due to poor availability of 
internet in rural areas. 

5 
Technical Specification, Pt. No. 
10 

The Bidder sought clarification that . as mentioned the app(s) 
needs to be published in Google Play Store for Download. 
There is a certain cost associated for publishing it. In that case 
the vendor has to include that cost included the “Price Bid”. 

Yes, it has to be included. 

6 
Technical Specification, Pt. No. 
11 

The Bidder sought clarification that, whether separate app is 
required or it will be managed through a web portal for the 
users of higher levels (the district level users, state level users) 
for progress monitoring and report generation.  
 
This clarification will give a clear picture about the timeline 
of the work and help in quoting in the "Price-bid" 

It is clarified that, No separate app 
is required for program monitoring 
or report generation at District or 
state level. It will need to be 
managed through web portal. 

7 
Technical Specification, Pt. No. 
12 (c) and (d) 

The Bidder sought clarification on Reports and Analysis that: 
When will it be decided? What are the tentative no. of report 
types that will be required to develop? 
This clarification will give a clear picture about the timeline 
of the work and help in quoting in the "Price-bid" 

It is clarified that the Reports 
required are – Program progress 
monitoring of the field level user. 
It will need to be available on the 
mobile app as well as web portal. 

8. - 
The Bidder sought clarification about expected timeline of the 
work/project from ASRLM? 

It is clarified that expected 
timeline of the work/project will 
be 30 days from the date of 
awarding of contract. 



9. 
 

- 

The Bidder sought clarification whether the database of 
Livelihood Tracking software and LTS Online MIS Portal are 
same.  
Whether the proposed mobile app has to upload survey data 
to livelihoods tracking software or directly to LTS Online MIS 
portal? 

It is clarified that both are same 
portal and the android based 
mobile app will be used to upload 
all the data in the portal’s 
database. 

10. - 
The Bidder sought clarification whether hosting of the 
database to be used by the mobile application.  

It is clarified that Hosting of the 
android application needs to be 
done in Google Play store for 
widespread access and ease of 
updating. 

11. - 
The Bidder sought clarification whether this app will be 
primarily used for EOL (Ease of Living Survey) 

It is clarified that; the app will be 
used for Livelihood Tracking 
Software. The EOL Survey, which 
has already been carried out may 
be used as a guide for app feature 
sets.  

12 - 

The Bidder sought clarification that since this app will have to 
sync with an existing Server, we will need REST Services. It 
is required to confirm whether the REST Layer is already 
there in the existing architecture, if not whether it has to be 
designed and developed.  

It is clarified that; REST Services 
are not implemented in this server. 
The developer of the app will need 
to develop it, if the need arises. 
 

 


